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OISTER CIB M IUCLEAR GEHEATING STATI E

forked liver, New Jersey 08731

Licensee Event leport
Reportable Occurance No. 50-219/82-37/01P

leport Date

July 20,1982

Discovery Date
,

July 19,1982

Identification of Occurancs

OnJuly19,1982, it was identified ht a procedural erar existed which
removed the capability to autoestically isolate an Isolation Condenser as
aquired by Technical Specifications, Table 31.1 Itaa I.

This ennt is considend to be a Reportable Occurance as defined by Technical
Specifications, paragraph 6 9 2.a.6.

| Coditions Prior to Oecurance

The plant was in various oprating nodes during b time the condition existed.
.

Description of Occurance
4

) Daria the performance of the Isolation Codenser Isolation Test and
Ca11eration (Procedure 609 3 002), the first actions the operators take is to|

open the supply bnakers for & normally open valves, thus preventing
,

automatic isolation of W system. This is done because the logic for
'

! isolation is a one ont of four, ad a test of sigr one sensor will initiate
'

isolation. This procedural error will inhibit the automatic isolation function
of the affected isolation codenser.i

Apparent Cause of Occurrence

I The cause of the occurance is attributed to procedural inadequacy.

Analysis of Occurrence

The purpose of the isolation codenser is to depassurise the reactor ad to
nuove decay heat and maintain water innatory in W event ht h turbine
ad main codenser is unavailable as a heat sink. The line bmak sensors
isolate the syntes if a pipe rupture should occur during operation.
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Bessrer, inter tim pnerations ad limitations section of 74-e 609.3.002,
W ased for openter manual action was recognised as fallars: "Daring periods
that De isolation condenser isolation valves snapply krsakers are open, when
& isolation condessors:are regaind to be openble, opentors shall stand 4
ct respective motor contal eestars to close supply breakers immediately igen
consad fma contal zoom." The Whility exists that during a pipe rupture
.the opentor could not perform this functica at De local actor control
centers. Y!n isolation femtion would then be rendered inopenble.

Cermetive Action

The pocedure will be revised to alter the method of testing and place the
isolation condenser uder taat in a safe (isolated) codition as alleged by
Technical Spelfications, pengnph 6 9 2.h.2.
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